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ABSTRACT Event detection is a popular research problem aiming to detect events from various data
sources, such as news texts, social media postings or social interaction patterns. In this work, event detection
is studied on social interaction and communication data via tracking changes in community structure and
communication trends. With this aim, various community structure and communication trend based event
detection methods are proposed. Additionally, a new strategy called community size range based change
tracking is presented such that the proposed algorithms can focus on communities with different size ranges,
and considerable time efficiency can be obtained. The event detection performance of the proposed methods
is analyzed using a set of real world and benchmark data sets in comparison to previous solutions in the
literature. The experiments show that the proposed methods have higher event detection accuracy than
the baseline methods. Additionally, their scalability is presented through analysis by using high volume
of communication data. Among the proposed methods, CN-NEW, which is a community structure based
method, performs the best on the overall. The proposed communication trend based methods perform better
mostly on communication data sets (such as CDR), whereas community structure based methods tend to
perform better on social media-based data sets.

INDEX TERMS Change tracking, communication trends, community detection, community structure,
ensemble model, event detection, network features, temporal network.

I. INTRODUCTION
Event detection has been a trending research topic [6], [24],
[27], [38] since it can be useful for a variety of domains such
as planning emergency actions for disasters, managing urban
transportation effectively [29], and getting the trending and
up-to-date news such as financial changes [30]. Event refers
to a happening that takes place at a certain time and at a
certain location, and attracts people’s attention. One can find
variations of this definition depending on the domain, such as
event can happen at a time period instead of a time instance,
or place can be multiple or even virtual. But in all definitions,
event is considered as an interesting happening and hence
affects people’s situation and also behavior.

Events can be detected from a variety of resources. One
of the most popular data resources is textual contents in the
social media and the web [5], [16], [24], [25], [38], such
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that events trigger social posts and provide a rich resource to
detect the events in a much more rapid way than traditional
news media. Another valuable resource for event detection
is the social interaction and communication structures and
their evolution through time. Changes in social communi-
cations can indicate events since such happenings can trig-
ger interaction among individuals out of daily and ordinary
routines. One of the approaches for event detection from
communications is based on modeling communication traces
as temporal graphs and analyzing the changes through graph
features [13], [17], [27], [35].

Recently, event detection studies analyzing the change
in the community structure [2], [3] and communication
trend [20] on the communication graphs have produced effec-
tive solutions. They offer an alternative to feature analy-
sis on communication graphs, and focus on the structural
changes on the graph. In [2] and [3], event detection problem
is modeled as change detection in the community struc-
tures extracted from a given communication network. The
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communities are determined for predefined time intervals,
such as daily or weekly communication traces, and the strik-
ing changes within the detected communities are marked
as event. Community detection is also a popular research
problem, and there is already variety of successful methods
in the literature, such as SLM [36], dSLM [4], Louvain [7],
InfoMap [28], and more advanced models [31], [32], [33],
which can be used for community detection based event
detection solutions. On the other hand, in [20], an event is
modeled as a strong change of communication patterns within
the communication network. The communities are detected
once at the beginning of the time span and the changes in
inter-intra community communications are tracked at each
time interval. Although both approaches provide promis-
ing results, there are still plenty of possibilities for further
improvement and there is a need for a thorough and compar-
ative analysis on a variety of data sets.

In order to fill in this gap, this work proposes new con-
cepts and approaches, as well as improvements over pre-
vious community structure and communication trend based
event detection approaches. For all the proposed solutions,
a communication graph, which is constructed from com-
munication or social interaction data, and evolution of such
graph along the timeline constitute the basis. For each time
interval, a communication graph is generated such that nodes
represent the users and edges represent the communications
or interactions between the users. In the community structure
based solutions, at each time interval, communities within
the graph are extracted and tracked, whereas in communi-
cation trend based solutions, graph of each time interval is
considered as a whole and compared against the initial graph
constructed at the beginning of the timeline. In this setting,
the novelty and contributions provided by this study are as
follows:
• For community structure based event detection, deter-
mining the central nodes of the communities and track-
ing the change in terms of central nodes is shown to be a
promising approach in the previous studies [2], [3], how-
ever in such earlier studies, node centrality measurement
is not performed with well-structured graph centrality
metrics. In this study, a new community structure based
event detection approach is proposed, such that cen-
tral nodes of a community are determined with PageR-
ank algorithm. By this way, the changes in the central
nodes are tracked in terms of several indicators, such
as inclusion and drop of central nodes from communi-
ties. Changes in such indicators are used for detecting
events.

• In community structure based event detection, this study
hypothesizes that considering all sizes of communities
might prevent detecting events effectively since there are
very small (with one or two members) and very large
size communities in the daily routine. To overcome this
problem, the concept of community size range based
change tracking is proposed, such that, under the com-
munity size range parameters, a method can focus on

certain sizes of communities. The experiments show that
this mechanism can provide increase in event detection
accuracy as well as time efficiency for some of the cases.

• The resolution of the time intervals (i.e., time win-
dows) is a crucial parameter in analysis environment.
The effect of time resolution (such as daily, 2-day,
3-day, etc.) on event detection performance for data
sets of varying nature has been experimentally analyzed.
The experiments reveal that relaxing the time resolu-
tion to a certain limit positively affects the accuracy
and time efficiency, whereas the event detection per-
formance deteriorates when the resolution is relaxed
too much.

• Two novel approaches are proposed for constructing
ensemble models. The first one combines the variations
of the method that tracks the number of communi-
ties with different community size ranges. The second
ensemble approach combines the methods tracking the
number of communities with the methods tracking the
central nodes.

• Various change tracking techniques using the modular-
ity of the graphs are proposed, as alternatives to the
communication trend based method in [20] that tracks
the change in inter-intra communication ratio. Modu-
larity is a function that gives higher values for graphs,
as the community structures get denser with sparser
interactions between the communities. According to the
conducted experiments, in general, the proposed change
tracking techniques are more effective.

• A comprehensive set of experiments are conducted
comparing the proposed and previous event detec-
tion approaches over data sets representing differ-
ent forms of communications including CDR (Turkish
GSM Operator and Reality Mining), network of social
media posts (Boston Bombing) and e-mail commu-
nication (Enron) data sets. The performance analyses
are conducted in terms of accuracy, time efficiency
and scalability, aiming to determine which method to
prefer under which communication data characteris-
tics. According to the experiments, proposed commu-
nication trend based methods tend to perform better
than the competitors on CDR based data sets, whereas
proposed community structure based methods tend
to perform better on social media-based data sets.
In general, community structure based methods have
lower execution time and better scalability than the other
methods.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
community and event detection related concepts that are
used in the paper are explained. In Section III, the pro-
posed event detection methods by tracking the change in
community structure and communication trend are described.
In Section IV, the data sets and the results of the experiments
are presented and discussed. In Section V, related studies
are summarized and finally the paper is concluded with an
overview in Section VI.
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II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, the basic concepts that are used to introduce
the problem and the proposed methods are defined.
Definition 1 (Temporal Graphs): The graphs that change

over time are defined as temporal graphs. In our context, both
nodes and edges can change (added or deleted) over discrete
sequential time steps. Thus, temporal graph can be expressed
as a sequence of graphs such as < G1,G2, . . . ,Gt >.
Definition 2 (Resolution): The time window length used

to construct the temporal graphs is defined as the resolution.
The resolution can be chosen according to the data set and
the requirements of the event detection problem. For instance,
if the resolution is set as 1 day, then each graph instance in
the temporal graph corresponds to communications per day.
Definition 3 (Community): Although there is no univer-

sally accepted definition, in general, community in a graph
is defined as a set of nodes that have links with each other
more than they have with the other nodes of the network
[15], [23], [34].
Definition 4 (Modularity): Modularity is a measure about

the community structure of a graph. In order to compute the
modularity value of a network, firstly, a null model of that
network should be generated. A null model of a network can
be constructed by removing the existing edges, and replacing
them with the new ones randomly while maintaining the
original degrees of the nodes. For a given network,modularity
is defined as the fraction of the difference between the total
number of internal edges in the real network and the total
number of internal edges in its null model, to the total number
of the edges in the whole network. It is calculated as given
in Equation 1. The measure is motivated from the idea that
a randomly created network is not expected to have a good
community structure. Thus, as the real network differs from
its null model, its community structure is considered to be
stronger [15], [21].

Q =
1
2e

∑
ij

(Oij − Nij)δ(Ci,Cj) (1)

In the equation, Oij is the number of edges between node i
and node j in the original network and Nij is the number of
edges between node i and node j in the null model. The δ
function ensures taking only internal edges (i.e., edges within
a community) into account in the summation by generating
1 if node i and node j are in the same community (Ci =
Cj), and it returns 0 otherwise. The summation iterates over
all pairs of nodes of the network. Finally, e represents the
total number of edges of the network. Note that, the number
of nodes and the number of edges are the same for both
the original network and its null model, since null model
preserves the nodes and their degrees.
Definition 5 (Initial Network (IN)): Given a sequence of

time-stamped communications, initial network is the graph
constructed for the initial time window (G1) with respect to
the given resolution.
Definition 6 (Inter-Intra Links Ratio (IILR)): For a given

set of communities, inter-intra link ratio is defined as the ratio

of the difference between the number of inter community
links and the number of intra community links to the total
number of links in the full network. The calculation of the
number of inter community links, the number of intra com-
munity links and IILR are given in Equations 2, 3, and 4,
respectively. In the equations,Oij,Ci,Cj, and δmean the same
as in Equation 1. The ω function returns 0 if node i and node
j are in the same community (Ci = Cj), and, 1 otherwise.
This definition is used in [20] to detect events that trigger
information flow changes across communities.

Ginter =
∑
ij

Oijω(Ci,Cj) (2)

Gintra =
∑
ij

Oijδ(Ci,Cj) (3)

IILR =
Ginter − Gintra
Ginter + Gintra

(4)

Definition 7 (Central Nodes (CN)): Central nodes of a
community are the nodes whose centrality scores are higher
than the average centrality score within the network. In our
study, PageRank [9] is used as the centrality metric.
Definition 8 (Bucket (Community Size Range)): In deter-

mining the change in the community structures, taking all
of the communities into account may lead to incorrect pre-
dictions since events may only affect communities of cer-
tain size. Additionally, for large data sets, using only the
communities of certain sizes may positively affect execution
time considerably compared to using all communities for
change detection. With this motivation, the following groups
(buckets) of communities are defined with respect to their
sizes:

• Bucket A (all) includes all communities without any
filtering.

• Bucket F (filtered) excludes the very small communi-
ties (of size one and two nodes) and very large ones
and includes the rest of the communities. The filtered
large communities contain less than 0.001 % of the total
nodes.

• Bucket Q1 includes the first quarter of the filtered com-
munities (Bucket F) (initial 25% partition) with respect
to community distribution with respect to size.

• Bucket Q2 includes the second quarter of the filtered
communities (the second 25% partition).

• Bucket Q3 includes the third quarter of the filtered com-
munities (the third 25% partition).

• Bucket Q4 includes the last quarter of the filtered com-
munities (the fourth 25% partition).

• Bucket H1 includes the first half of the filtered commu-
nities (initial 50% partition).

• Bucket H2 includes the second half of the filtered com-
munities (the second 50% partition).

Note that H1 = Q1 ∪Q2, H2 = Q3 ∪Q4, and F = H1 ∪H2.
When change detection is applied for a given bucket, only the
nodes of the communities in the bucket are considered.
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Definition 9 (Event): This study considers that an event is
expressed with a signal (reflection) in its corresponding time
interval.
Definition 10 (Event Detection): It is aimed to determine

the time intervals that include event. Hence, it is hypothesized
that the change in the community structure and community
communication trendwithin communication network provide
signals (reflections) of events. Different ways to determine
the change in community structure and community commu-
nication trend are elaborated.

III. EVENT DETECTION METHODS
This study considers that a significant change in the com-
munity structure or the communication trend between the
graphs of consecutive time steps indicates an event. To this
aim, several basic and ensemble methods are proposed to
track the changes in the graphs in order to detect events. The
overview of the proposed approach’s architecture is presented
in Figure 1. As given in the figure, for the proposed methods,
the event detection pipeline is composed of three basic steps:
pre-processing, community detection and event detection.

1) PRE-PROCESSING & GRAPH GENERATION
For the proposed methods, the communication data is rep-
resented as a graph. To analyze the effect of graph type,
directed, undirected, weighted, unweighted graphs are con-
structed from raw data sets. Since the nature of raw data sets
differ from each other, different processes must be applied to
form these graphs.

2) COMMUNITY DETECTION
As the community detection technique, the dSLM algo-
rithm [4] is used for all data sets. The InfoMap community
detection method is also used to compare our proposed meth-
ods with the method proposed in [20].

3) EVENT DETECTION
Basically, there are two different kinds of change structures
tracked in our study. In the first one, changes in the commu-
nity structure are tracked. Also, ensembles of various com-
munity structure change methods are studied. As the second
main tracking method, the changes in the communication
trends among the communities are analyzed.

A. PRE-PROCESSING & GRAPH GENERATION
Since the nature of the raw data sets differs from each other,
pre-processing and graph generation step also includes dif-
ferent sub-tasks for different data sets. The details for each of
the data sets used in the study are as follows:

1) Enron This well-known data set is a collection of
email records of the Enron company collected between
1999-01-01 and 2002-04-30. It is structured as a
network such that nodes represent the employees
and edges represent the emails sent/received between
employees. The number of exchanged emails is used as
the weight of the edge. Therefore, a directed weighted

network is obtained. For this data set, time interval
granularity set as one week.

2) Boston Bombing Tweets This data set contains the
networks of retweets and mentions on bombing event
happened during the Boston marathon in April 2013.
The data set is partitioned daily, thus 30 networks
for each of the retweets and mentions collection are
generated. The generated networks are directed and
weighted where weights are the mention and retweet
counts, respectively.

3) Reality Mining This data set is a Call Detail Record
(CDR) collection including date of the call, caller id
and call receiver id. The time interval is set as a week
since the ground truth is provided over weeks. In the
constructed graphs, nodes represent IDs of the par-
ticipants, and the edges represent the calls between
them. The weight of an edge represents the number
of calls made between the participants. The data set
contains both SMS and Voice Call collections. For
both, directed weighted, directed unweighted and undi-
rected weighted networks are generated, resulting with
6 networks in total.

4) Turkish GSM Operator This data set is also a CDR
data, including the records of GPRS, SMS and voice
calls made in a large metropolitan city in Turkey in
September 2012. The voice call records are used in
this study. The data set is partitioned into days, and
a directed weighted graph is constructed for each par-
tition. In the constructed graphs, nodes represent the
users, the edges represent the calls. The weight of an
edge represents the number of calls made between the
users.

B. COMMUNITY DETECTION
In the literature, there are several community detection
algorithms [4], [23], [28]. In this work, dSLM [4] and
InfoMap [28] are used as the community detection methods.

1) DYNAMIC MODULARITY OPTIMIZER (dSLM)
Modularity is a metric generally used for evaluating the
quality of community detection algorithms. It is a function
that outputs higher values if a given network can be par-
titioned better as communities. In some of the community
detection algorithms it is also used as the objective to be
maximized. dSLM [4] is the dynamic and faster version of
SLM algorithm [36] which aims to determine communities
by optimizing the modularity values of networks. It optimizes
modularity by applying the following steps [36]:

1) Assign each node as a singleton community (i.e., each
node is a community itself).

2) For each node and its neighbours, in random order,
move the node from its own community to its neigh-
bor’s community and recalculate the modularity value.
If it is increased, keep the change, else, revert the
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FIGURE 1. The overview of the method.

movement. This step is called as local moving heuristic
since it heuristically tries to improve the modularity
value by moving the nodes among communities.

3) After step 2 is completed, mark each community as
as a subnetwork and apply step 1 and 2 to each one
of the subnetworks. At the end of this step, a set of
subnetworks, which have its own set of communities
are generated.

4) Then, this structure is converted into a new (reduced)
graph where each community is a node, and, each
subnetwork is a community.

5) Apply steps 2, 3, and 4 to this reduced network recur-
sively until the network that cannot be reduced further.

2) MAP EQUATION OPTIMIZER (InfoMap)
The InfoMap algorithm detects the communities by minimiz-
ing the map equation value of the given network. InfoMap
detects community structure by minimizing the description
length in the map equation. Since it is infeasible to check all
possible partitionings and choose the one that minimizes the
map equation value, it uses heuristic search to find the near
optimum structure [28].

The map equation formula that InfoMap minimizes is
given in Equation 5.

L(M ) = qyH (θ )+
m∑
i=1

pi�H (αi) (5)

In the equation,M is a proposed community structure of the
network such that each node belongs to a community. L(M)
is the average length to describe an infinite random walk on
the network whose community structure is M.

The map equation calculates the minimum description
length of a randomwalk on the network based on the partition

M. The first part of the equation gives the average number of
bits necessary to describe movement between communities,
and the second part determines the average number of bits
necessary to describe movement within communities [28].

C. EVENT DETECTION METHODS BY TRACKING THE
CHANGE IN THE COMMUNITY STRUCTURES
In order to track the change in community structure between
two consecutive time intervals, the following two indicators
are considered: change in the number of communities and
change in the central nodes of communities.

Algorithm 1 Event Detection via Change on # of Comm
Require: setOfComm, bucket, threshold
Ensure: events

prev← NOC(setOfComm(t1), bucket)
for i← 2 to timeWindowCount do
cur← NOC(setOfComm(ti), bucket)
change← abs(cur − prev)/prev
if change ≥ threshold then
add i to events

end if
prev← cur

end for
return events

1) TRACKING THE CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF
COMMUNITIES
The focus of this method is determining the change in the
number of communities generated for consecutive time win-
dows. The algorithm for the method is given in Algorithm 1.
It takes set of communities, bucket, and event detection
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threshold values as parameters. For each time window, the
algorithm finds the number of communities that are in the
range of given bucket. Then, the change ratio in the number
of communities is calculated by taking the absolute difference
between the number of communities in the previous time
step and the current time step and dividing the result by the
number of communities in the previous time step. If a time
window’s change ratio is greater than or equal to the given
event detection threshold value, that time window is marked
to include an event.

2) TRACKING THE CHANGE IN THE CENTRAL NODES
In this method, the focus is on the central nodes of the
communities within the communication network and their
change across timewindows. The algorithm for thismethod is
presented in Algorithm 2. Similar to the previous one, it takes
set of communities, change detection method, bucket, and
event detection threshold values as input parameters. For each
time window, the algorithm finds the number of communities
that are in the range of given bucket; furthermore, the central
nodes of the communities are also determined. Based on the
given change detectionmethod, the algorithm can find change
ratios in four different ways:

1) SIZE: If the given change detection method is based
on Size, the change ratio is calculated according to the
difference between the number of central nodes in the
previous time window and the number of central nodes
in the current time window.

2) NOT_ANY_MORE: If the given change detection
method is Not AnyMore, the change ratio is calculated
by computing the number of central nodes of previous
time step that are not any more central nodes in the
current time step.

3) NEW: If the given change detection method is New,
the change ratio is calculated by computing the number
of newly introduced central nodes in the current time
window.

4) NOT_ANY_MORE_NEW: If the given change detec-
tion method is Not Any More and New, the change
ratio is calculated by computing the number of central
nodes of previous time step that are not anymore central
nodes in the current time step added upwith the number
of newly introduced central nodes in the current time
window.

As in the previous algorithm, time window is marked to
include an event, if a time window’s change ratio is greater
than or equal to the given event detection threshold value.

3) ENSEMBLE OF TRACKING THE CHANGE IN THE NUMBER
OF COMMUNITIES METHOD WITH DIFFERENT
BUCKET VARIATIONS
Normally, Algorithm 1 can be applied to any chosen bucket.
Some events may affect more than one bucket. To detect such
cases, an ensemble algorithm that combines change tracking
of number of communities for different buckets is generated.

Algorithm 2 Event Detection via Change On Central Nodes
Require: setOfComm, changeMethod, bucket, threshold
Ensure: events

prev← setOfComm(t1).centralNodes
for i=2 to timeWindowCount do
cur← setOfComm(ti).centralNodes
change← comp(changeMethod, prev, cur)
if change ≥ threshold then

add i to events
end if
prev← cur

end for
return events

For example, an event may affect the communities in the
buckets Q1 and Q3. Then, an ensemble of change tracking
for bucket Q1 and bucket Q3 can be constructed. At this
point, there are two alternative ways to determine the final
decision of the ensemble: ANDing vs ORing the results from
individual event detectors. Since all kinds of communication
data can be processed to generate buckets, this ensemble
approach can be used very easily regardless of the data size
or structure.

4) ENSEMBLE OF TRACKING THE CHANGE IN THE NUMBER
OF COMMUNITIES AND TRACKING THE CHANGE IN THE
CENTRAL NODES
Sometimes both number of communities and central nodes
are affected from the event. Therefore, as a natural exten-
sion, this study generates an ensemble combining two basic
methods, one tacking the number of communities, and the
other tracking the central nodes. As in the previous ensem-
ble method, in this one, the final decision can be deter-
mined through logical operations of ANDing and ORing
the results of the individual event detectors. Similar to the
above approach, it is also possible to determine changes in
community structures between consecutive time steps to all
kinds of data sizes and structures.

D. EVENT DETECTION METHODS BY TRACKING THE
CHANGE IN THE COMMUNICATION TRENDS
In this method, firstly, the initial network is constructed.
Then, the community detection algorithms, either dSLM or
InfoMap, is applied on this initial network. Rather than apply-
ing community detection at each time interval, communities
are determined only once, and then in each of the subsequent
time intervals, the change in the communication trends is
computed based on this initial structure.

The change is quantified using two different metrics: inter-
intra links ratio (IILR) and modularity (MOD). Two different
comparison strategies are used for change detection. In the
first one, the standard deviation (SD) value obtained in a time
interval is compared against a given threshold. Note that this
value can be computed either with IILR (CT-IILR-SD) or
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Algorithm 3 Event Detection via Change on CT (St. Dev.)
Require: IN, setOfGraphs, equation, bucket, threshold
Ensure: events

for i← 1 to timeWindowCount do
cur← CT(IN, setOfGraphs(ti), equation, bucket)
if cur ≥ threshold then
add i to events

end if
end for
return events

Algorithm 4 Event Detection via Change on CT (Cur-Prev)
Require: IN, setOfGraphs, equation, bucket, threshold
Ensure: events

prev← CT(IN, setOfGraphs(t1), equation, bucket)
for i=2 to timeWindowCount do
cur← CT(IN, setOfGraphs(ti), equation, bucket)
change← abs(cur − prev)/prev
if change ≥ threshold then

add i to events
end if
prev← cur

end for
return events

modularity (CT-MOD-SD). In the second one, rather than the
standard deviation value obtained for the network of the time
interval, the amount of change with respect to the previous
time interval is compared against a given threshold. For this
strategy, the value of the network can be determined by IILR
(CT-IILR) or modularity (CT-MOD). A similar approach is
used by Moriano et al. in [20] such that the authors use
InfoMap as the community detection algorithm, IILR as
the value to track and standard deviation as the comparison
method. This study extends the method in [20] by including
dSLM as the community detection algorithm, modularity as
the value to track and the change from the previous time
interval as the comparison strategy.

The algorithm using the standard deviation as compari-
son method is given in Algorithm 3, whereas the other one
using the change from the previous time interval is given in
Algorithm 4. In both algorithms, the tracked value of graph
corresponding to the given time interval can be computed by
either IILR or modularity (denoted with eqnarray parameter
in the algorithms).

IV. EXPERIMENTS ON EVENT DETECTION PERFORMANCE
The effectiveness of the proposed methods is analyzed in
terms of a variety of aspects including community size, group
of communities, time resolution and scalability, through a set
of experiments. In this section, the data sets are presented
followed by experiment settings. Then the results of the
experiments analyzing different aspects are given in separate
subsections.

A. DATA SETS & GROUND TRUTHS
In this section, the data sets used in the experiments and the
ground truth events within the data sets are presented.

1) ENRON
This is an email communication data set containingmore than
125,000 emails sent by 184 employees of Enron company
between 1999-01-01 and 2002-04-30. Enron is a U.S com-
pany that has filed for bankruptcy just before 2000 [12]. There
are seven significant events marked in this time interval [11],
[20]. The following dates include ground truth events: 2001-
05-17, 2001-07-12, 2001-08-03, 2001-10-16, 2001-12-02,
2002-02-14, 2002-04-09. The details of the events are given
in Table 1 which is taken from Moriano et. al. [20].

2) BOSTON BOMBING TWEETS
The data set contains tweet communication networks
extracted from more than 456 million English tweets posted
in April 2013 [20]. The mention networks contain around
7 million nodes and 10 million edges for each day. The
retweet networks contain around 3.5 million nodes and
4.2 million edges for each day. There are two major events in
this time interval. These ground truth events are as follows:
• 2013-04-15 Bombing
• 2013-04-19 Manhunt

In the results, mention network of this data set is abbreviated
as BBM. Similarly, retweet network is shown as BBR.

3) REALITY MINING
This data set is a CDR collection containing 99,633 call
record instances. It includes the communication data of
97 faculty, student, and staff at MIT, recorded by the software
on their mobile devices over 50 weeks from August 2004 to
July 2005 [14]. There are 50 weeks in this data set’s time
span and the weeks having id 6, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 31, 32, 34, 35 are marked as ground
truth event weeks. These weeks involve semester breaks,
exam and sponsor weeks, and holidays [27]. The name of
this data set is abbreviated as RM in the result tables. The
sub communication network obtained by SMS interactions is
shown with RMS and the sub-network of voice calls is shown
as RMV. Different graph structures based on edge directions
(directed-D vs. undirected-U), and edge weight (weighted-W
vs. unweighted-U) are constructed.

4) TURKISH GSM OPERATOR
There are 297,009,183 call records in this CDR data set.
In total, there are 12,521,352 individuals (nodes in the com-
munication network), and 56,316,192 phone call relations
(edges) recorded in September 2012.1 When the days in the
data set are labelled from 1 to 30, the days with id 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 11, 16, 17, 18, 22, 24, 25, 29, 30 are marked as
ground truth event days. These events are extracted from

1The 56,316,192 edges correspond to distinct interactions within
297,009,183 entries.
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TABLE 1. Enron ground truth events.

FIGURE 2. Illustration of big central square and central squares subsets
of Turkish GSM operator data set.

public news resources in Turkey for September 2012. This
full data set is denoted as TGSM in the result tables. This
data set corresponds to calls covering a large area including a
smaller and much more crowded city center. Some events in
this data set are related with the whole country whereas some
others are related with the city center. In order to evaluate
the effect of considering only central area, two subsets of
the data set are constructed. The whole area covered by the
communication network is represented as a 12 by 12 grid.
Then, the middle 4 by 4 grid region is marked as Big Central
Square (BCS), and 2 by 2 inmost grid is marked as Central
Square as shown in Figure 2. The details of these subsets are
as follows:

• Big Central Square (BCS). It contains the records col-
lected from 11545 base stations in the central region out
of total 13281 base stations. In total there are 2,853,473
nodes and 11,376,594 edges in this communication
network.

• Central Square (CS). It contains the records col-
lected from the central 85 base stations out of total
13281 base stations. In total there are 1,335,945 nodes
and 3,568,967 edges in this subset.

B. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
In the experiments, the results are analyzed under precision,
recall, f-measure, false positive rate, and true positive rate
metrics. However, for the overall comparison the area under
the Precision-Recall curve is used. The curve is plotted under
100 threshold values and the area under this curve is denoted
as Average Precision [27].

The experiments are conducted on a computer with 32 GB
RAM and Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10750H CPU@2.60GHz
processor.

A set of experiments is devised in order to answer the
following research questions:

• RQ1. How effective are the proposed change tracking
methods for event detection?

• RQ2. Is the size and amount of the communities to
consider an effect for event detection? How does it affect
the detection performance?

• RQ3. How does the time resolution affect the commu-
nity detection?

• RQ4. Does community change comparison method
effect the community detection performance?

• RQ5. Does community detection based event detection
approach provide a feasible solution in terms of running
time performance?

In the following subsections, the experiments conducted to
answer the above research questions are presented. Addition-
ally, the event detection performance of these experiments is
compared with the previous studies.

C. EVENT DETECTION PERFORMANCE OF THE METHODS
UNDER THE BASIC SETTINGS
In this experiment, the performance of the proposed
approaches are analyzed under the basic settings (i.e., full
data set, all communities (Bucket A), finest time resolution
(Resolution 1)). In Table 2, the list of methods and their
abbreviations are presented.

TABLE 2. Abbreviations for the basic methods.

In Table 3, the results are given for Boston Bombing (BBM
and BBR), Enron (ENR), Reality Mining (RMS and RMV)
and Turkish GSM (TGSM) data sets. The best performing
graph types are selected for each data set to present in Table 3.
The detailed results for RMand TGSMdata sets are presented
in Table 4 and Table 5, respectively. In Table 4, data set names
reflect the graph structure used for modeling the network. For
example, S-DU denotes SMS communication network with
Directed Unweighted graph.
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TABLE 3. Experiment results of basic methods (In Average Precision).

TABLE 4. Experiment results of basic methods: Detailed results on RM
data set (In Average Precision).

TABLE 5. Experiment results of basic methods: Detailed results on TGSM
data set (In Average Precision).

According to the results, there is no single method that
consistently outperforms the others on all data sets. CN-NEW
gives the highest average precision on three data sets (BBM,
RMS, RMV), and CN-NOT, CT-IILR, CT-MOD provide the
best results for the other three data sets (TGSM, BBR, ENR),
respectively.

At this point, it is worth examining the results given in
Table 5. In these results, it is observed that using the central
part of the geographical area increases the event detection
performance up until 0.75 with CT-MOD on BCS. Narrowing
down the area decreases the data set size as well. The effect
of this change on running time is elaborated in Section IV-H.

D. EVENT DETECTION PERFORMANCE OF THE ENSEMBLE
METHODS UNDER THE BASIC SETTINGS
Detection performance of several ensemble event detectors
are also analyzed under the basic setting. The list of methods
with their abbreviations are presented in Table 6.

The results are presented in Table 7. In this table, the best
performance obtained for data set modeling variations of the
BBM, BBR, ENR, RMS, RMV, and TGSM data sets is given.
The detailed results for RMand TGSMdata sets are presented
in Table 8 and Table 9, respectively.

In the results, it is seen that there is performance improve-
ment only for some of the data sets. The ensemble method
bringing the improvement varies for each of these cases.

TABLE 6. Abbreviations for the ensemble methods.

TABLE 7. Evaluation on ensemble methods (In Average Precision).

For RMS data set, average precision increases from 0.26 to
0.33 byNOC-q1q2q3q4-OR. For RMV, there is increase from
0.35 to 0.46 average precision by NOC-SIZE-AND.

The same situation is also observed for the variations of
TGSM data set, which are BCS and CS. Some of the ensem-
ble methods provide improvement over basic methods. For
BCS data set, the highest performance obtained by CT-MOD
is not exceeded by any ensemble method. However, for CS
data set, average precision increases from 0.62 to 0.66 by
NOC-q1q2q3-OR.

E. ANALYSIS ON THE EFFECT OF BUCKET SIZES
As described in Definition 8, the detected communities are
sorted in ascending order of community size and grouped
under buckets. In this grouping, for instance, A refers to all
communities, whereas Q3 refers to the set of communities in
the third quartile. The results of the experiments under these
buckets are presented in Table 10 for CDR data sets (RMS,
RMV and TGSM) and in Table 11 for Social media data sets
(BBM, BBR and ENR).
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TABLE 8. Evaluation on ensemble methods: RM (In Average Precision).

The results clearly show that, for CDR data sets, certain
buckets of communities affect the event detection perfor-
mance. In CDR data sets, for RMS data set, performance
of CN-NEW method increases from 0.26 to 0.38 when H1
is used. Similarly, for RMV, the performance of CN-NEW
rises from 0.35 to 0.48. However, the bucket to prefer is
data dependent. On the other hand, for social media data
sets, using buckets generally degrades the performance, the
highest average precision results are obtained with all com-
munities (bucket A).

F. ANALYSIS ON THE EFFECT OF TIME RESOLUTION
In our data sets, the events are marked per day or per week.
Therefore, the changes in the communities are tracked on the
time resolution given in the data set. However, this resolution
can be too strict when the effect of the event on the com-
munication network is propagated with a delay. In order to
analyze the effect of time resolution for change detection, the
setting for ENR and TGSM data sets is modified, such that,
time window is set as 2 days and 3 days, in addition to daily
time window (window size 1). The results of the analysis are
given in Table 12. The analysis shows a considerable increase
in the performance of CT-MOD, which provided the highest
accuracy performance with the finest grained time resolution
for ENR data set, specifically for window size 2. The trend is
similar also for the other methods.

G. ANALYSIS ON THE EFFECT OF COMMUNITY CHANGE
COMPARISON METHOD
In [20], Moriano et al. propose event detection through
tracking communication trend changes in communities using
InfoMap as the community detection algorithm, IILR as
the value to track and standard deviation as the comparison

TABLE 9. Evaluation on ensemble methods: TGSM (In Average Precision).

method. In our proposed solution, solution of [20] is mod-
ified such that, dSLM is used as the community detection
algorithm, modularity is used as the value to track and change
from the previous time interval is used as change comparison
method. In this analysis, the change comparison method in
our setting is replaced with change from the previous time
interval tracking in order to evaluate its effect on event detec-
tion performance. The results are presented in Table 13. The
results reveal that the way change is computed is effective on
the result. The proposed change tracking method has clear
advantage for the CT-MOD method as it produces higher
accuracy values for 6 out of 8 data sets, whereas it performs
similar with the standard deviation based change tracking
method for the CT-IILR method.

H. ANALYSIS ON THE RUNNING TIME PERFORMANCE
Although all investigated methods include community detec-
tion as a core task, the change detection approaches and tech-
niques differ considerably. This difference leads to variations
in time costs for the methods. In Table 14, the running time
duration of the basicmethods are given in seconds. All the CN
methods are computed in one run to increase performance.
In the table, the average execution time for 4 CN based meth-
ods are reported. As seen in the results, the methods based on
change tracking on the community structure (CN and NOC)
are computationally lightweight compared to communication
trend based methods (CT-IILR, CT-MOD).

The running time duration for variations of TGSM data set
are given in Table 15. As expected, execution time decreases
for BCS and CS, as the size of the processed data gets smaller
compared to TGSM. As an interesting observation, focusing
on central regions affects also event detection performance
positively.
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TABLE 10. Evaluation on basic methods: Bucket size effect (CDR data sets) (In Average Precision).

TABLE 11. Evaluation on basic methods: Bucket Size Effect (Social media data sets) (In Average Precision).

TABLE 12. Evaluation on basic methods: Resolution effect (In Average Precision).

TABLE 13. Evaluation on basic methods: Standard Deviation Effect (In Average Precision).

TABLE 14. Evaluation on basic methods: Run Times (In Seconds).

TABLE 15. Evaluation on basic methods run times: Variation of TGSM
data set (In Seconds).

I. COMPARISON WITH BASELINE STUDIES
As the baseline methods, the methods by Moriano et al.
in [20] and Rayana et al. in [27] are used.

1) COMPARISON WITH [20]
As the basic differences from the communication trend based
solution of our work, Moriano et al. present experiments
by using the InfoMap community detection algorithm and
standard deviation for change computing. In [20], the event
detection performance on Enron data set is presented only in
terms of precision-recall curve. Our results on the same data
set with CT basedmethods using dSLM are given in Table 13.
Additionally, the average precision with InfoMap community
detection algorithm (using the original source codes provided
by Moriano et al.) on Enron data set is 0.14.

Moriano et. al. also conducted experiments on Boston
Bombing data set. They provide the results of tracking the
inter-intra ratio visually [20], but precision-recall curve or
the average precision result are not reported. In our analysis,
average precision values obtained on this data set is relatively
low. This is possibly due to noise in the data set such that there
are fluctuations, and on day 8, the data includes another event
not related with Boston bombing and hence not considered in
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the ground truth event set. Additionally, there is missing data
for day 18. As for execution time performance, for this data
set, our community detection step takes 356 minutes in total
for both mention and retweet networks. The event detection
step takes 103 minutes in total. Thus, experiments including
both networks are completed in 459 minutes (7.6 hours).

2) COMPARISON WITH [27]
When the original source code of the methods in [27] is
executed on Boston Bombing data set, the mention network
experiment results in out of memory error under 32GBRAM.
The retweet network data is read in about 1 hour, but the
codes cannot process it even after 7 hours. Therefore, the
experiment is canceled after 8 hours without obtaining any
result.

On reality mining data set, 5 basic and 5 ensemble methods
of [27] are executed on both directed weighted voice call and
SMS networks. The analysis on the voice call network takes
258 seconds, whereas it takes 36 seconds on the SMS network
experiment. Thus, in total, it takes 294 seconds for all of
the analysis on this data set. When all the proposed methods
are performed (7 basic and 2 ensemble methods, with all
bucket size variations) on all Reality mining networks, the
community detection step takes 4 seconds, and the event
detection step takes 13 seconds. Hence, on the total, it takes
17 seconds for our methods to conduct the whole analysis for
this data set.

When the source code of [27] is executed on Turkish GSM
Operator data set, it results with out of memory error, as well,
under 32 GB RAM. For BCS and CS subsets, the code
execution was stuck at PTSADmethod of [27]. Therefore, the
part of the source code related with this method is commented
out and other base methods are used. The analysis on BCS
data set takes 1272 seconds, and on CS data set, it takes
448 seconds. The execution times of all our proposed meth-
ods on TGSM, BCS and CS data sets are given in Table 16 for
three different time resolutions. As seen in the table, for BCS
it takes 701 seconds and for CS data set it takes 246 seconds
(in resolution 1). Therefore, the execution time efficiency
advantage of the proposed methods is clear.

TABLE 16. Execution times of TGSM experiments (Total of 7 basic,
2 ensemble methods).

Table 17 presents the event detection performance of the
methods in [27] on Reality Mining, BCS and CS data sets,
and the best results obtained by the proposed methods on
the same data sets. For BCS data set, CT-MOD on bucket A

(abbreviated as CT-MOD -A in the table) provides the highest
average precision with a gap of 8% (compared to EBED out-
degree). For the other data sets, although the methods in [27]
provide higher event detection performance, the results of
the proposed methods can be considered comparable also
considering their time performance advantage, particularly
for RMS-DW and CS data sets.

TABLE 17. Evaluation of methods in [27] (In Average Precision).

J. OVERVIEW & DISCUSSION
The overview of the performance of all proposed meth-
ods on all data sets is presented in Table 18. Additionally,
an overview of the performance for all buckets on all data
sets is provided in Table 19. For each data set, the top result is
colored with dark brown, the second top result is colored with
orange, and the third top result is colored with light yellow.
In Table 18, the methods are ordered based on the number of
colored cells.

The results and contributions are analyzed under 4 parts.
First, the overall winners of the experimented algorithms
are presented. After that, the contributions of this study to
community structure based, communication trend based, and
general event detection areas are discussed. Additionally,
a data set based analysis and discussion is presented.

1) OVERALL WINNERS
Based on Table 18 which is sorted from best to worst method,
the winner is the proposed CN-NEW method. The second
one is an ensemble, NOC-NEW-OR. These two community
structure based methods are followed by two communication
trend based ones, namely CT-IILR-SD and CT-MOD-SD.

As seen in Table 18, communication trend based methods
tend to perform better on CDR based data sets, whereas
community structure based methods tend to perform better
on social media-based data sets.

Community structure based methods have better execu-
tion time performance than the communication trend based
approaches as seen in Table 14.
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TABLE 18. The overview of the best results: Method (In Average Precision).

TABLE 19. The overview of the best results: Bucket (In Average Precision).

2) CONTRIBUTIONS TO COMMUNITY STRUCTURE BASED
EVENT DETECTION
In this work, a new bucket concept is introduced. It is exper-
imented on various scale of data sets. As seen in Table 10,
using a bucket of the data set improves the accuracy of the
community structure based event detection algorithms, par-
ticularly for the CDR based data sets. For instance, CN-NEW
has 0.49 average precision value for the second quarter (Q2)
of RMV dataset, whereas it has 0.35 average precision value
for RMV data set. So, it can be stated that bucket concept
increased average precision of CN-NEWmethod from 0.35 to
0.49 in RMV, from 0.62 to 0.78 in TGSM, from 0.26 to
0.38 in RMS data sets. As a summary, it can be stated that
the bucket concept improves the accuracy of several methods
for CDR based data sets. On the other hand, as it can be seen

in Table 11, the similar improvement has not been observed
for social media based data sets.

Table 19 also shows that using buckets H1, Q2, and Q4
produce best results for some of the cases. Regarding the
execution time, using buckets considerably improves the exe-
cution time of the proposed methods since it decreases the
amount of data to be processed.

The ensemble strategies devised in this work give clearer
results than [3], since logical and/or combinations of the
quarter buckets are used to form the ensembles. Further-
more, the proposed ensemble methods increase the best
average precision values for some cases, such as, from
0.26 to 0.33 for RMS, from 0.35 to 0.46 for RMV, and
from 0.62 to 0.66 for CS data sets, as it can be seen in
Tables 3, 5, 7, 9.
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The proposed resolution strategy provides the capability
to detect events that come with a delayed communication
representation. As seen in Table 12, this strategy improves the
highest average precision values. For example, for different
resolution values, average precision increases for ENR from
0.19 to 0.29, for TGSM from 0.62 to 0.94, for BCS from
0.75 to 0.89, and for CS from 0.62 to 0.92.

In this work, as a contribution to community structure
based event detection, multiple centrality score calcula-
tion methods such as Betweenness, Katz, Harmonic, and
PageRank centrality metrics are tested. As a result of these
experiments, the highest average precision values for the CN
methods have been obtained with the PageRank centrality
metric. Thus, only the results with the PageRank centrality
metric have been presented.

3) CONTRIBUTIONS TO COMMUNICATION TREND
BASED EVENT DETECTION
The study in [20] uses InfoMap as community detection
method, whereas the proposed method, CT-IILR-SD, uses
dSLM for community detection. For comparison, CT-IILR-
SD with InfoMap is applied on ENR data set. CT-IILR-SD
produces 0.16 average precision and outperforms CT-IILR-
SD with InfoMap which produces 0.14 average precision
on ENR data set. Furthermore, as seen in Table 13, when
the tracked value and the tracking strategy are changed,
it is observed that the event detection performance further
improves over [20].

Among the communication trend based methods that are
experimented, CT-MOD provides the best execution time
performance. For instance, it is about 4 times faster than
CT-IILR as seen in Tables 14, 15.

4) COMPARISON WITH GRAPH FEATURE
BASED EVENT DETECTION
The proposed community structure and communication trend
based methods can be executed without any resource prob-
lems for big data sets (BBM, BBR, TGSM) whereas the
graph feature based event detection methods [27] cannot
reach the similar scalability level. For small data sets such
as RM, community structure and communication trend based
methods execute about 20 times faster than the graph feature
based event detection methods. As seen in Table 17, the
best performing proposed methods for these small data sets
produce comparable event detection accuracy values with the
graph feature based event detection methods in significantly
less execution time.

5) DATA SET BASED ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The best resulting techniques with respect to data sets are
summarized in Figure 3. In the figure, the data sets are
grouped with respect to type (CDR vs. social media, e-mail)
and size (small vs. large). For example, RM data set is
small in size, and it is a CDR collection. For each data set,
the technique giving the best result is also given together
with the bucket size and the threshold used in the analysis

FIGURE 3. Data matrix to summarize data set based analysis.

(given in parenthesis). The denoted threshold value is the
one that gives the highest f-measure for that case. Notice
that CS data set is medium in size, and hence it is placed
separately.

As seen in the figure, the best technique varies with respect
to the nature of the data set in terms of size and type. It is
observed that ensemble of tracking the change in the number
of communities and tracking the change in the central nodes
gives the best results for two cases, particularly for ENR and
CS data sets.

Additionally, the thresholds used for the algorithms vary
with respect to the data set, as well. For example, for CT based
method on TGSMdata set, a low threshold value of 0.01 gives
the best result. On the other hand, for ENR data set, a much
higher change threshold value of 1.05 gives the best result.
Apparently, the ground truth events in ENR data set lead to
a much stronger change in the community structures within
communication networks. Another interesting observation is
that, for Boston Bombing data set, different threshold values
are set for mention (BBM) and retweet (BBR) communi-
cation networks. Since higher threshold values are used for
BBR data set, we can deduce that retweet communication
reflects the events more strongly.

V. RELATED WORK
In the literature, there is a variety of studies that focus on
detecting events from data collections. Some of them take
the textual content into account and aim to detect events
by analyzing the textual content [5], [16], [24], [25], [38],
whereas some others focus on detecting events in temporal
graphs and analyze the graph properties [2], [3], [20], [27].
A subset of these studies first detect the communities in
temporal graphs and track the community based features to
detect events in temporal graphs [2], [3], [20].

Community detection is also a popular and recent research
problem [4], [7], [23], [34], [36]. In all these studies, different
ways are used to model and extract community structures.
They can be grouped under the categories of modularity,
compression, significance, and diffusion based community
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detection methods [22]. In this work, dSLM and InfoMap are
used as community detection algorithms. dSLM is a modular-
ity based communty detection algorithm, whereas InfoMap is
a compression based method.

For temporal graph based event detection, methods pre-
sented in [3], [20], and [27] can be considered as related
to our study. These methods compute a value for each time
interval in temporal graph and aim to detect the time intervals
whose values differs from others with respect to a given
threshold. The difference between these studies are basically
the graph values considered and tracked at each time interval.
Some of them use graph features such as eigen-behavior,
node degrees [1], [19], [26], [27], whereas some others use
community structure based properties [3], or communication
trends such as inter-intra ratio links based on initial commu-
nity structure [20]. These studies also differ in the way of
computing the change and comparion. Some of them consider
the change with respect to the previous time interval [3],
while the others consider mean and standard deviation for
comparison [20].

Rayana et. al. propose an ensemble of five basic
graph feature based event detection methods [27]. These
five basic methods are eigen-behavior based event detec-
tion (EBED), probabilistic time series anomaly detection
(PTSAD) [1], Streaming Pattern DIscoveRy in multIple
Time-Series (SPIRIT) [26], anomalous subspace based event
detection (ASED) [19], and moving-average based event
detection (MAED). They make experiments on Reality
Mining data sets and provide the average precision val-
ues. This study also makes experiments on these data
sets, provides average precision values, and compares the
results based on both event detection and execution time
performance.

Aktunc et. al. consider event detection as a problem of
change detection in community structures [3]. Particularly,
communities extracted from communication network are
focused on, and various versions of the community change
detection methods are developed using different models.
Ensemble methods combining the change models are pro-
posed and their event detection performances are analyzed,
as well. They run experiments on Reality Mining data sets
for both basic and ensemble methods. This study extends and
stabilizes their methodology by including bucket size and
resolution concepts, as well as modifying the central nodes
based change detection approach. Additionally, the analyses
are conducted on broader range of data sets.

Moriano et. al. propose that events can be detected by
tracking the change in inter and intra community communica-
tions in temporal graphs [20]. The authors also introduce the
resolution concept which expands granularity of time inter-
vals. The experiments are conducted on Enron and Boston
Bombing tweets data sets. The authors provide precision
recall curves for analysis on Enron data sets, however anal-
ysis on Boston Bombing tweets data sets is presented as a
case study. This study also performs experiments on both
Enron and Boston Bombing tweets data sets and compares

the results in terms of event detection and execution time
performance.

Bommakanti et. al. focus on community mining in tempo-
ral graphs and track the evolution of communities to detect
events in temporal graphs [8]. The authors detect communi-
ties at each time step, identify similar communities through
the time steps, and track their evolution. In order to detect
event time steps, they compare communities against those
in the previous time interval. The community changes can
be in the form of appear (new community born), disappear
(community lost), merge, split, and survive. They use Lou-
vain algorithmwhich is amodularity based community detec-
tion algorithm [7]. Since identifying communities through
time steps depends on similarity check, various similarity
thresholds are experimented with. The study focuses on the
individual community level events and not the global events.
Thus, the work does not include results on network level event
detection performance. Therefore, this method could not be
used as a baseline for comparison.

Zhu e. al. approaches community detection based event
detection differently [39]. Instead of detecting communities
at each time interval, the authors consider each time interval
as nodes of a larger network and detect communities in
that large network. First, they extract graph features for the
network of each time steps and thus construct a feature vector
per time step. Then, they pairwise similarity of feature vectors
are calculate to determine edge between them. Then, com-
munities are detected on within in this network, a community
label is assigned to each node. When the nodes are sorted
in time order with respect to their community labels, if a
change is detected in the community label, that time step is
considered as change point (event). They experiment their
methods on four small data sets and provide precision, recall
and f1 measure values. Since their approach are considerably
different than our methods and the results are obtained for
only small data sets, it is not included as a baseline study in
our experiments.

This study contributes to temporal graph based event detec-
tion in terms of both community structure and communi-
cation trend based change detection. In community struc-
ture based approach, the bucket and resolution concepts are
proposed. Additionally, central node based change tracking
approach is revised and modified by using PageRank for
determining central nodes. In communication trend based
approaches, using modularity besides IILR as communica-
tion trend metric is proposed. Additionally, change computa-
tionmethod is modified such that the graph value is compared
against the previous time interval. The data set variety is also
extended including one small, and one large social media data
set, and one small, and one large CDR data sets. This enables
us to have observations on which methods are more effective
on which kind of data sets.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, event detection methods that track changes
in community structures and communication trends are
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proposed. The focus of the study is on temporal graphs cor-
responding to social interaction and communication among
users, and the changes occurring in the communication graph
is considered to denote an event.

The proposed event detection algorithms are basically in
two main approaches. The first one tracks the changes in the
community structures between consecutive time steps. There
are several indicators whose change in the community struc-
ture can denote an event, such as number of communities,
and central nodes. Therefore, the proposed methods in this
group consider the change in the number of communities
and central nodes as the event indicators. The change in
central nodes is defined in four different ways, which are
considering all central nodes, the number of newly introduced
ones, the number of central nodes not anymore existing as
central nodes, and the sum of the number of newly introduced
and the not anymore existing central nodes. The second main
approach is to track the changes in communication trends
within consecutive time steps. In this group, various indica-
tors including the change in the inter-intra communication
ratio and modularity of the graph are used. There are also
proposed variations as to how these indicators are measured.
Either the difference in values within consecutive time steps
or the standard deviation values are examined in order to
detect an event.

Another novelty proposed by the study is the use of the
buckets, which denote a set of communities of certain size
range. To this aim, 8 different buckets (community size
ranges) are defined. Community structure based methods are
performed with different buckets (hence considering only
communities of certain sizes), and the event detection per-
formance are analyzed with respect to the buckets.

The results of the experiments show that the proposed
methods are scalable and can be used on a wide range of
social interaction and communication data. According to the
results, the proposed methods execute faster than the graph
feature based event detection methods of [27]. The proposed
methods generally provide better accuracy than the method
of Moriano et. al [20] for most of the data sets that they
experimented on. Focusing on certain community size ranges
improves both speed and accuracy of the proposed commu-
nity structure based event detection methods. It is observed
that communication trend based methods perform better on
mobile phone communication data sets while the community
structure based methods perform better on social media com-
munication data sets. As it can be inferred from this observa-
tion, mobile phone communications react more dynamically
to events while the social media communications react more
structurally to events.

As future work, the proposed methods can be enhanced in
various aspects. As one of the research directions, the effect
of using different community detection algorithms, other than
dSLM and InfoMap, can be analyzed within community
structure based methods. In the study, the change in the
modularity is proposed as an event indicator to track in
communication trend based methods. Modularity reflects the

quality of the community structure of a network and it is
hypothesized that a change in the quality of community struc-
ture can indicate an event. As a future study, besides modu-
larity, other community structure quality indicators, such as
the number of intra-edges, contraction, the number of inter-
edges, expansion, conductance [37], modularity density [10],
community score, and community fitness [18] can be used as
the event indicators to track in the communication trend based
event detection methods. In the presented study, it is observed
that the performance of the proposed event detection methods
may depend on the nature of the data set and the bucket size to
be used. The proposed study can be further extended towards
a meta learning such that data and the results of the conducted
analysis can be used to construct a machine learning model
to determine the optimal event detection method and the
bucket size, as well as other parameters, for a given data
set. As another future work, the proposed methods can be
enhanced to work on streaming temporal graphs in near real
time. For this, in addition to the use of dynamic community
detection methods, such as dSLM, event detection methods
should be enhanced to perform on the fly.
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